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abstract
The present spectroscopic study of the ultraviolet coronal emission in a polar hole, detected on April
6{9, 1996 with the Ultraviolet Coronagraph Spectrometer aboard the SOHO spacecraft, identies the inter{
plume lanes and background coronal hole regions as the channels where the fast solar wind is preferen-
tially accelerated. In inter{plume lanes, at heliocentric distance 1.7 , the corona expands at a rate between
105 and150 ; thatis; muchfasterthaninplumeswheretheoutflowvelocityisbetween0 and65 :Thewindvelocityisinferredfrom
1037 A lines; withinarangeofvalues; whoselowerandupperlimitcorrespondstoanisotropicandisotropicvelocitydistributionof
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